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Abstract
Suppose the graph G can be r-colored using colors 1; 2; : : : ; r; so that no vertex is adjacent
to two vertices colored r. If P⊂V (G) is such that the distance between any two vertices in
P is at least 12, then any r-coloring of P extends to an r-coloring of all of G. If there exists
an r-coloring of G in which the distance between vertices colored r is at least 4 (resp. 6),
then any r-coloring of P extends to an r-coloring of all of G provided the distance between
any two vertices in P is at least 8 (resp. 6). Similar results hold if P induces a set of cliques.
This continues previous work of the authors (Albertson and Moore, J. Combin. Theory Ser.
B 77 (1999) 83.) on extending (r + 1)-colorings of r-chromatic graphs. Examples show that
the distance constraints on P are almost sharp. We show that triangle-free outerplanar graphs
instantiate our results and speculate on other families of graphs that might have r-color extension
theorems. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper G will be a graph with (G)= r, r¿ 3. Our goal is to place
restrictions on G; so that a minimum distance between vertices in P⊂V (G) guarantees
that any r-coloring of P extends to an r-coloring of all of G. The restrictions on G
are phrased in terms of the existence of an r-coloring of G in which the rth color is
used sparingly.
In general, there is no distance between vertices in P that will guarantee that any
r-coloring of P extends to all of G. For example, consider a path of even length and
let P be the end vertices. Any 2-coloring of G must assign the same color to both
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vertices in P. Thus, if we precolor the two vertices of P with diEerent colors, we
cannot extend this to a 2-coloring of G. Similar examples exist for any r [2].
In contrast, if we allow an extra color, every (r + 1)-coloring of P extends to an
(r + 1)-coloring of G provided the distance between any two vertices of P is at least
4 [1]. If P induces k-cliques there are similar theorems about (r + 1)-colorings [2].
Surveys place these theorems in context [4,6].
The proofs of the above mentioned results start with an arbitrary r-coloring of G
and then adjust the colors on P by switching the colors on Kempe chains. The extra
color is used on every Kempe chain, thereby limiting the extent of the color changes.
The current paper does not need the extra color, but instead uses the sparse distribution
of the rth color in the original coloring to limit Kempe chains.
Notation. Let d denote the minimum distance between vertices in P (or between
k-cliques in the induced graph of P). Consider all possible r-colorings of G, and
choose one that maximizes the minimum distance between vertices colored r. We use
dr to denote this distance. For each r-colorable graph with dr¿ 3, there is a critical
distance so that if d is at least this distance then any r-coloring of P extends to
an r-coloring of G. We denote by 
= 
(dr) the maximum critical distance over all
r-colorable graphs with Kxed dr .
Section 2 proves the r-color extension results when P consists of a set of isolated
vertices. Section 3 presents examples that give lower bounds for 
. In Section 4 we
consider precolored k-cliques and give both upper and lower bounds for 
. Section 5
shows that outerplanar graphs with restrictions on their girth meet the hypotheses of
our Krst theorem. In Section 6 we speculate on other families that might have r-color
extension theorems.
2. Precolored isolated vertices
Theorem 1. Let G be an r-chromatic graph; P⊂V (G); d be the minimum distance
between any two vertices in P; and dr be the maximum over all r-colorings of G of
the minimum distance between vertices colored r. If
1. dr =3 and d¿ 12; or
2. dr =4 or 5 and d¿ 8; or
3. dr¿ 6 and d¿ 6;
then any r-coloring of P extends to an r-coloring of all of G.
Proof. Choose a coloring of G so that vertices colored r are at least dr apart. For
every vi ∈P, let ci be the color currently assigned and let di be the desired color
from the precoloring. If ci =di, there is nothing to do. If ci = r, switch the colors on
the (ci; r)-Kempe chain at vi. This changes vi to color r. Then switch the colors on
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the (di; r)-Kempe chain, thus changing vi to the desired di. If ci = r only the second
change is needed. We claim this results in a legal coloring of G.
Assume dr =3. If vi has a neighbor originally colored r, the Krst Kempe chain could
reach a distance 2 from vi, and the second could reach a distance of at most 5. If vi is
not originally next to a vertex colored r, the second Kempe chain reaches a distance of
at most 3 from vi. Since d¿ 12, the Kempe chains emanating from any two vertices
of P do not alter the colors on adjacent vertices.
If dr =4, Kempe chains emanating from any vertex in P can only extend a distance
of at most 3. Since d¿ 8, the Kempe chains used in correcting the colors on these
vertices do not aEect adjacent vertices.
Finally, when dr¿ 6, if d¿ 6, we claim the Kempe chains from any two vertices
of P still do not interfere with each other. Suppose vertices v1; v2 ∈P are at distance 6
or 7. For the Kempe chains from these vertices to interfere it must be that they extend
a distance of 3 from their respective vertices. So each of v1; v2 had a vertex colored
r within distance 2 and positioned along a path of length 6 or 7 between v1 and v2.
But then these two vertices colored r are closer than 6, contradicting our assumption
on dr .
3. Lower bounds on 
Assuming that G can be r-colored using color r on vertices no closer than dr ,
Theorem 1 gives upper bounds for 
. Here, we construct graphs that give lower bounds
for these critical distances.
Our graphs are built from chains of cliques Kr−1 and Kr . The Kr’s are placed
dr apart. We label the vertices in the cliques with numbers 1 through r − 1, or 1
through r. Two adjacent cliques on a chain are joined by all possible edges minus a
perfect matching of their vertices labeled 1 to r − 1. We can r-color this chain using
the color corresponding to the label for each vertex. Color r is used only on the Kr’s,
so vertices colored r are distance dr apart.
Now consider any r-coloring of such a chain. Any Kr−1 adjacent to a Kr must
receive the same color pattern as the Krst r − 1 vertices in the Kr . Any two adjacent
Kr−1’s must have color patterns diEering in at most one position. We term this a color
transition. To illustrate, we show a legal color pattern on a chain of length 5 with
r=4 and dr =3.
1 1 1 1 1 2
2 2 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
4 2
As we move along the chain, color transitions are made only when two Kr−1 cliques
are adjacent. In this example, we start with the color pattern 1234 on one end. To
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change to a color pattern with 2 in position 1 requires two color transitions, so can be
accomplished in this chain but in no shorter chain.
These chains are our building blocks. We construct two types of graphs: both
are formed by joining r chains together at a central clique (or a central clique of
cliques). P will consist of the Krst vertex in each clique that has maximum eccen-
tricity (i.e., each leaf clique). We precolor P using each color exactly once. We
make the chains short enough so it is not possible to make the transition from any
Kxed color pattern on the central clique (or cluster of cliques) to each of the outer
cliques.
To specify our graphs it is convenient to use A and B to represent Kr and Kr−1,
respectively. A Type I graph uses chains with structure ABBAB (for dr =3) or ABB
(for dr¿ 4). The central clique is formed by identifying the leading A’s. A Type II
graph starts with a central clique Kr . Each vertex is replaced with a B and each edge
with a complete bipartite graph minus a perfect matching (the same construction as
along a chain). To each B in this central cluster of (r − 1)-cliques, we attach a chain
with structure BABB (for dr =3), or BBAB (for dr =4 or 5).
Theorem 2. Let r¿ 4 and let 
 be the smallest integer such that if G is an r-chromatic
graph; P⊂V (G); and dr is the maximum over all r-colorings of G of the minimum
distance between vertices colored r; then dist(P; P)¿ 
 guarantees that any r-coloring
of P extends to an r-coloring of G. If dr =3; then 
¿11; if dr =4 or 5; then 
¿7;
if dr¿ 6 then 
¿4. In the case r=3; if dr =3 then 
¿8; and if dr¿ 4 then 
¿4.
Proof. First let r¿ 4. If dr =3, we use a Type II graph with chains of the form
BABBAB. The A’s are 3 apart, so dr =3. The vertices in P are distance 11 apart. The
cliques in the central cluster must be colored with at most two color patterns diEering
in at most one position. For any choice, two color transitions are required along at least
one chain to change from either of these two patterns to one with the color required
on the outer clique. However, the given chains only allow one color transition.
If dr =4 or 5, we use a Type II graph with chains of the form BBAB. The A’s
are 5 apart, so dr =5. The vertices in P are distance 7 apart. There is only one color
transition allowed along each branch, which is not enough to extend the given coloring
of P to all of G.
If dr¿ 6, we use a Type I graph with chains of the form ABB. The vertices in P
are distance 4 apart. Again these chains allow only one color transition, which is not
enough to extend the given coloring of P to all of G.
In the case r=3, for all values of dr we use Type I graphs. If dr =3 we use chains
of the form ABBAB, placing the vertices in P a distance 8 apart. If dr¿ 4, we use
chains of the form ABB, so the vertices in P are a distance 4 apart. In all cases, the
chains only allow one color transition.
We summarize the results of Theorems 1 and 2 in Table 1.
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Table 1
r=3 r¿ 4
dr =3 8¡
6 12 11¡
6 12
dr =4; 5 4¡
6 8 7¡
6 8
dr¿ 6 4¡
6 6 4¡
6 6
4. Precolored k-cliques
In this section we extend the results of Theorems 1 and 2 to cases where P⊂V (G)
induces a set of cliques in G whose cardinality is at most k. For convenience k-cliques
are used in the statements and proofs below, though the arguments work for cliques
of cardinality at most k.
When dr =3 or 4, the general result for any k6 r is easily stated. The other results,
while similar, fall into less obvious patterns.
Theorem 3. Let P⊂V (G) induce a set of k-cliques in G; and let d be the mini-
mum distance between any two of these k-cliques. If dr =3 and d¿ 12k; then any
r-precoloring of P extends to an r-coloring of G.
Proof. We start with an r-coloring of G that places color r no closer than distance
3, and then correct the colors on each k-clique in the subgraph induced by P. Label
the vertices in a k-clique v1; v2; : : : ; vk , and let ci and di be the current and desired
colors of vertex vi. Start with vertex v1, and exchange the colors on the (c1; r)- and
(d1; r)-Kempe chains. Proceed using two Kempe chains to change the color of each
vertex. The Krst pair of Kempe chains can extend a distance 5 from the k-clique.
Because vertices originally colored r can be as close as distance 3, each succeeding
pair of Kempe chains might extend a distance 6 more. In the worst case, we use 2k
Kempe chains, and eEect vertices at most distance 6k − 1 from the k-clique. Since
two k-cliques are at least distance 12k apart, these changes do not interfere with each
other.
The proof of the result below (dr¿ 4) is similar and omitted.
Theorem 4. Let P⊂V (G) induce a set of k-cliques in G; and let d be the mini-
mum distance between any two of these k-cliques. If dr =4 and d¿ 8k; then any
r-precoloring of P extends to an r-coloring of G. In general; if d¿ 4kdr=(dr − 2)
then any r-precoloring of P extends to an r-coloring of G.
Our constructions from Section 3 again give lower bounds for 
, the critical distance
that guarantees a color extension. Graphs of Type I (with chains whose structure is
AB::BAB::B, and with A at the center of the graph) yield lower bounds for 
 that are
within 4 of the upper bounds. For certain values of k and dr we can obtain tighter
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bounds with graphs of Type II, where the branches have structure B::BAB::BAB::B and
are attached to a central cluster of B’s. The set P consists of the Krst k vertices in each
of the outer cliques. In the case r¿ 2k +1 for Type I graphs (or r¿ 2k +2 for Type
II graphs), making the color transition from the central clique (or cluster of cliques)
to the speciKed coloring on the k-clique of P requires 2k color transitions along at
least one branch. We make the branches short enough so they only allow 2k − 1 color
transitions. The results are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Fix r¿ 2k + 2 and dr . Let 
 be the smallest integer so that for any
r-chromatic graph G with the given dr; and any P⊂V (G) that induces k-cliques; a
distance between these k-cliques of at least 
 guarantees any r-coloring of P extends
to an r-coloring of G. Then 
 satis;es:
max
(
4
⌊
kdr − 1
dr − 2
⌋
; 4
⌊
(2k − 1)dr + 1
2(dr − 2)
⌋
+ 3
)
¡
6 4
⌈
kdr
dr − 2
⌉
:
Note for small values of dr this gives:
dr =
{
3 : 12k − 1¡
6 12k;
4 : 8k − 1¡
6 8k:
In [2] the authors consider reKnements of these arguments. For instance, if k6 r¡2k,
the number of Kempe chains needed to correct the colors on a k-clique in P is bounded
by k + r=2. Here this means the upper bound for 
 is smaller. For instance, when
r= k, 
 is bounded above by 9k.
5. Extending colorings in outerplanar graphs
An outerplanar graph is a graph that can be drawn in the plane so all vertices appear
on the boundary of one face. A simple induction argument shows that outerplanar
graphs are 3-colorable. We show here that triangle-free outerplanar graphs satisfy the
hypotheses of Theorem 1.
Theorem 6. A triangle-free outerplanar graph can be 3-colored using the 3rd color
on vertices no closer than 3 apart. Moreover if the girth of an outerplanar graph is
2t; then dr¿ t + 1.
Proof. We proceed by induction. First construct the block-cutpoint graph of G. This
graph must be a tree, so we focus on a block that corresponds to a leaf.
If this block is a cycle, it has one cutpoint. Remove the cycle leaving the cutpoint,
inductively color the rest of the graph, and then insert the cycle again. If the cutpoint
receives color 3, we color the reinserted path with colors 1 and 2. If not, and if the
cycle is an even cycle, we again use only colors 1 and 2. If the cycle is odd, and the
cutpoint is colored 1 or 2, we are forced to use color 3, but no closer than distance 2
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from the cutpoint. So this vertex colored 3 is no closer than 3 from any other vertex
colored 3.
If the block is not a cycle, we construct the reduced dual graph of this block by
placing a vertex in every face except the outer face. This dual graph must be a tree,
since any cycle in the dual graph would surround a vertex not on the outer face. If
possible choose a leaf of the tree that corresponds to a face not incident with the cut
point. If every face in the block is incident with the cutpoint, then choose either leaf.
This face shares exactly one edge with one other internal face. Thus, there must be
a path of length at least 3 along the boundary between this face and the outer face.
Label the vertices of this path v1; v2; : : : ; vt . Remove the vertices v2; : : : ; vt−1, and by
induction 3-color the rest of the graph with color 3 used on vertices no closer than
distance 3. Now put the path back in. Since the end vertices v1 and vt are adjacent,
they cannot receive the same color. If either of these vertices is colored 3, or if the
path has odd length, color the path alternately with colors 1 and 2. If the path is
even, it must be of length at least 4. Thus, we can safely use color 3 on v3 knowing
that it is at least distance 2 from the end vertices and therefore is at least distance 3
from any other vertex colored 3. The remaining vertices can be colored with colors 1
and 2.
The proof for large girth is similar.
6. Open problems
Edge coloring. From Vizing’s theorem we know that a graph with maximum degree
 can be ( + 1)-edge colored. If ′(G)=(G), then there will be a ( + 1) color
extension theorem. By our results here such an extension theorem will also exist if G
can be edge colored so that no edge is incident with two edges colored  + 1. But
stronger results may be obtained using other approaches.
Conjecture 1. Suppose P⊂E(G) is such that the distance between any pair of edges
in P is at least 3. Any (+ 1)-edge coloring of P extends to a (+ 1)-edge coloring
of all of G.
Juvan et al. [3] have shown that Conjecture 1 is satisKed when =3. Suppose G is
a graph with (G)= 3 and H is any subgraph with (H)6 2. They have shown that
if every edge with both ends in H is assigned a list of 3 colors and every remaining
edge is assigned a list of 4 colors, then G can be list colored using the assigned lists.
To apply that here, precolor any set of edges whose pairwise distance is at least 3 and
remove these precolored edges from the graph. Every remaining edge can be colored
with any of our four original colors if it is not incident with a precolored edge and
three colors if it is incident with a precolored edge.
Coin graphs. A coin graph is constructed by placing non-overlapping, identically sized
coins in the plane. We place a vertex at the center of each coin, and connect two
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vertices if their corresponding coins touch. Finite coin graphs are 4-colorable since
there exists a coin with at most three neighbors. Therefore by a compactness argument
inKnite coin graphs are also 4-colorable.
Pach and Toth [5] give a coin graph with 19 vertices that requires 4 colors. Building
on this pattern, we have constructed a coin graph that requires the use of the 4th color
on vertices a distance 5 apart.
Conjecture 2. For any coin graph d4¿ 5.
Conjecture 3. If G is a coin graph and P⊂V (G) is such that the distance between
any two vertices in P is at least 8, then any 4-coloring of P extends to a 4-coloring
of G.
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